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Plasma enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) has been used to produce 
amorphous hydrogenated Si nanoparticles (Fig. 1[D1]) of high purity from square wave 
modulated radio frequency (rf) glow discharges [1, 2] across the flow of argon diluted silane. 
The samples deposited on glass microscope slides and TEM grids were of various size 
distributions and structures[D2], as determined by the process parameters. Chemical 
characteristics,[D3] structure [D4] and other information associated with the formation of 
particular peaks were then determined through the use of Micro-Raman Spectroscopy. Earlier 
Raman studies showed particular structural and compositional characteristics of silicon 
nanoparticles produced by diverse synthesization techniques based on rf glow discharge, 
electrochemistry, ball-milling, reactive magnetron sputtering and by pulsed laser ablation [3-
7]. 
 
Micro-Raman back scattering measurements of different coverages of hydrogenated silicon 
nanoparticles were performed at various CW laser[D6] powers (Fig. 2). We present a study of 
the changing structure of these samples due to the induction of nanocrystallites by[D7] the Ar 
Ion laser when taking the Raman Spectra. As the power of the laser is increased the Si-Si 
bond vibrational intensity in the Raman spectra also increases with the peak narrowing and 
shifting to a higher wave numbers which we interpret as further crystallisation taking place as 
further annealing of the Si:H occurs[D8]. As expected, the intensity is higher for areas with 
greater coverage of Si:H[D9]. High resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM), 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) 
analysis confirmed the structural changes of particles[D10], which were associated with the 
increase of temperature[D11], surface oxidation[D12] and hydrogen exodiffusion[D13] induced by 
laser annealing at atmospheric conditions. 
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Hill
We see in RAMAN and SAED that they are amorphous but high purity and hydrogenated? Show SAED in poster.

Hill
As measured with TEM and SEM between Jordi and I, re-produce for poster? Show in poster.

Hill
(Si or Si:H), or? ��Peak width proportional to surface coverage - does this fall under composition?

Hill
amorphous, polymorphous, micro (nano?) crystalline, polycrystalline Si, Crystalline Si. Crystal size (inc with wave number). Peak width proportional to coverage density of nanoparticles?

Hill
Temperature, defects (broaden peaks), tensile stress (redshift) and compressive stress (blueshift). 

Hill
CW laser annealing is essential a thermal annealing

Hill
We don't see these with anything else, but following the literature the (degenerate) peak near 520 has to be due to these. However, papers exist showing a TO peak (discontinuity of periodicity at boundary of  micro-crystal or lack of transition symmetry, leads to first order, Raman scattering from non-zero K phonons i.e. momentum need not be conserved) for a-Si:H as 'strong' as that for c-Si. Peaks are asymetric as material is only partially microcrystalline: maximum value of K is 1/Λ where lambda is coherence length of the normal mode. Spatial correlation of the atomic displacement of normal modes, that determines lambda,  ceases to exist at the boundary of a microcrystal hence asymmetry.Small crystals give redshift, broader FWHM AND aysmmetry. Difference from 520/515 (corresponding to minimum size of crystallite, smaller would collapse to amorphous state) indicates internal stress. Also Temp and size distribution affects spectra (how?)Note, do we show other Raman spectra for other samples (as well as 31c05a)? Their lower coverages (30c05b and 30c05c) result in flattish spectra, even under high power. Fused silica sample, 06e05b, shows only amorphousness at high power, perhaps too good a conductor to permit thermal annealing? 18c05e (cut area was as transparent as 31c05a) and 29c05f show crystallinity, they have highish coverages in areas due to non homogenous coverage. The 29c05f areas showed greatest of all crystallinity signals, all have very dark coverage.

Hill
Although high power, followed by low power measurements did not show any crystalline peaks this can be interpreted as signal too weak due to low surface coverage. After all, amorphous peak is not seen either. Show these graphs? See previous note.

Hill
Currently we only have visual information. Need quantative information for poster, more TEM and SEM - do particle counting for poster.

Hill
Structural changes? SEM - We have seen only v high power effect (film lift off and possibly cracks?), TEM/EELS - Both Si and O seem to drop off from holes outwards. Need to measure relative density in clusters across sample and 'follow' an aglomeration pre and post laser anneal. SAED - Not seen anything larger than 3nm (prob amorph), too little material to give good signal? Or are we not doing permanent crystallisation or worse still, peak is not of crystallisation? Perhaps a strong TO in amorph due to promoted H desorption with lasing?   AES - Nothing, too small signal?SIMS - ?

Hill
Glass conducts better than polymer of TEM grid hence should have reached higher temperatures which may explain why we see earlier and stronger peaks? Near threshold it seems, from burn patterns, that there is some sort of beam diffraction, defoccusing or scattering which increases effective beam spot and therefore signal further. If only we could see something with the glass we could look for this diffraction, defoccusing or scattering as well.  Calculate intensity threshold for polymer or temp incident on polymer.

Hill
Not seen any evidence of oxidation to date, re-do Auger?, talk to Girona boys do Lit search on 

Hill
Seen in the explosive exodiffusion in glass samples? Repeat for an annealed sample, should not see ablation.
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Figure 1: Main Image: TEM 
micrograph[D14] showing size, relative 
density and morphology of the Si:H 
nanoparticles. Upper Inset: SAED image 
taken far from laser incidence showing the 
amorphousness of the hydrogenated Si 
nanoparticles. Lower Inset: SAED image 
taken on edge of laser incidence, showing 
some structure of ~3Å. 
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Figure 2: Raman spectra[D15] of the 
hydrogenated Si nanoparticles, with >2mm 
separation between lased areas. The peak 
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Confocal Micro-Raman spectra of a-Si:H deposited on a TEM grid 

Hill
This is from 30C05C. Data now exists for 31c05a. 

Hill
I have included this and not the 31c05a (similar) Raman as this data, 29C05F, has greater peaks. The TEM data does not therefore correspond to this Raman spectra. The density of powder varied visually across the sample so TEM data would be unreliable and SEM can be done for 29C05F, although Raman would have to be done again to get micrographs taken in exact same place as lasing (cf problem with location of lasing in SEM).
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at ~500cm-1 corresponds to the vibration of the Si-Si bond in Si nanocrystallites. 
 


